Extra follow-up

CNG vehicle explode during a refueling operation, Fortaleza, Brazil 26-12-16.

At about 16:30 a CNG vehicle that was to refueling in a gas station exploded. Although the vehicle was completely destroyed by the explosion, there were no deaths to mourn and some people were assisted due to gas inhalation. The driver of the vehicle (taxi) was in the bathroom of the station when the explosion occurred, which projected the reservoir against a wall a few meters from the accident site. In the route the reservoir damaged the "column" that supports the station cover and a fence and destroyed another vehicle getting spiked about three meters high on a wall.

The taxi was new, had been purchased only two weeks. In response to this accident, the Military Fire Department sent 3 fire vehicles and an ambulance to the scene.


The fuel station complied with all norms and regulations and the accident is under investigation to determine the causes of it.